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The Investor Case for Supporting
Worker Organizing Rights

After being on the decline for decades, unions are making a comeback in the context of rising economic inequality, declining working
standards, pent-up demand for a greater voice at work, and the growing pressures caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Workers in the

United States have long faced a tilted playing field when trying to organize despite the important economic and societal benefits unions
offer. How should different stakeholders, such as investors, think about and react to union formations?

As an investment firm, Trillium Asset Management, LLC (“Trillium”) seeks to advance humankind towards a global sustainable economy,

a just society, and a better world through activating our clients’ capital. Sustainable economic growth cannot be built on abuses of
power or the exploitation of workers. Profits should not supersede basic worker and human rights. For a healthy society and healthy

economy, we believe there must be a balance of power and interests―and unions offer an important check to the enormous power of
company executives compared to individual workers.

Executive Summary

How should different stakeholders, such as investors, think about and react 
to union formations? 
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In this piece, we explain how supporting organizing efforts aligns
to a long-term investment horizon and sustainable investment
values:

1. Firms with union presence and collective agreements see
greater worker productivity: Union presence and collective
agreements may boost productivity when high-quality
management-labor relationships are forged and employees have
the ability to contribute to operational improvements. One study in
Norway found that an increase in union density of 1% raised overall
firm productivity by 1.7%-1.8%. Much of this is attributed to the
“voice effect,” or the ability of unions to aggregate worker
sentiment in a more efficient manner than soliciting individual
opinions or failing to engage. Features such as collective
agreements and consultative bodies are strongest, allowing
workers to establish and maintain formal channels of influence on
the day-to-day.

2. Union presence improves worker health & safety: For investors
and employers, unions offer an important de-risking function. With
unions organizing for better health and safety training and
protocols, employees are less likely to encounter debilitating
injuries that lead to decreased productivity, worker morale, and
reputation, and increased absenteeism, turnover, and
administrative costs. Unions help workers bargain for better safety
protocols through organizing health and safety committees,
drafting expanded health and safety clauses in contracts, setting up
workplace safety monitoring programs, addressing unregulated
hazards, and assisting members with filing OSHA complaints.
Increases in unionization rates are associated with decreases in on-
the-job deaths.

3. Union presence increases worker satisfaction and decreases
turnover: Unions provide a dedicated channel for workers to
communicate with management teams about their working
conditions and what would increase their job satisfaction.
Companies and shareholders both benefit when they can avoid the
costs associated with constantly replacing, hiring, and training
employees. Studies have shown that customer satisfaction
decreases with increased turnover.

4. Companies face reputational risk from anti-union activity:
As the unionizing efforts across large American corporations like
Amazon, Apple, and Starbucks gain traction, the media and
consumers are paying more attention. Not only are journalists
starting to explore whether the old business talking points of
anti-unionism still have merit, but surveys are also

demonstrating that a majority of Americans support labor
unions, believe workers need unions, and support corporate
reporting on the hiring of union-busting consultants.
Companies, especially consumer-facing ones, rely on their
reputation to retain customer loyalty and patronage and
negative public perception and press threaten
shareholder value.

5. Companies should be held accountable to their
commitments to legal norms: Around the world, freedom of
association is recognized as a human right under several
international conventions, including the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation & Development Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises (MNEs), the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the United Nations Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights, and the International Labour
Organization Conventions. Companies often refer to and affirm
these obligations in their annual and sustainability reports.
A violation of these agreements introduces legal and
reputational risks.

6. Supporting unions is one way to support racial and gender
equity: Investors, particularly those with sustainability and
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) mandates, often
seek ways to create impact within their portfolios. Advocating
for workers’ rights to organize is a concrete step towards racial
and gender justice in that unions decrease the racial wealth and
gender gap and empower workers to bargain for workplace
protections and conditions that ensure equity.
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Current Landscape

Although workforce inequality has been building for decades,
the COVID-19 pandemic revealed stark gaps. As workers were
stretched thin with layoffs, financial insecurity, and new
protocols and demands around health and safety, conversations
about working conditions became prominent. Nearly a quarter
of the labor market worked within heavily impacted industries,
including food services, retail, personal services, recreation,
vehicle and parts dealers, and hospitality. This population
already had few protections around sick time or working
conditions, and the pandemic exacerbated existing inequalities,
especially for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC)
and women. Moreover, it wasn’t only hourly and service workers
who felt the squeeze – this time, white-collar employees also
felt pressure building as working parents learned to navigate
remote work with few childcare options.

Due in part to the loss in collective bargaining, workers’ wages
have stagnated while corporate profits have soared and
inequality between America’s wealthiest and poorest families
has more than doubled between 1989-2016.1 Income inequality
is at its peak since the Great Depression.2 To put this into

context, the wealthiest 1% of American households earn over
$500,000 per year as of 2021, compared to the middle 60% who
earn between $27,000 and $141,000 annually.3

Workers responded to these unsustainable structures by
organizing. The latter half of 2021 saw such a significant uptick
in new organizing and strike activity that October was dubbed
“Striketober.” Since then, major companies’ workers, including
Amazon, John Deere, Mondelez, General Mills, Waste
Management, and more, organized or struck for better pay and
working conditions. Others, such as Starbucks, saw the election
of their first unions. The labor movement is surging across the
United States with organizing efforts that have not been
witnessed in decades. Importantly, as of September 2021, 68%
of Americans approve of labor unions, the highest the approval
rating has been since 1965 when it was 71%.4 Furthermore,
approximately 50% of the non-unionized workforce in the
United States expressed that they would join a union if an
election was held at their workplace.5 As unions become a part
of public consciousness and discussion once more, investors
must weigh considerations of their role.
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Why should investors support unions?

Well-functioning unions secure improved working conditions
through negotiating wage increases, better access to
healthcare, additional training or safety protocols, and stable
work schedules, amongst other agreements. Furthermore,
unions provide a formal channel for workers to resolve conflicts
and disputes with companies when individuals reach impasses.
For most working people, including white collar employees,
unions are considered a social good. In the past, unions have
been the driving force behind several societal benefits we take
for granted today, such as the federal minimum wage, the 40-
hour work week, antidiscrimination laws, unemployment
insurance, and workers’ compensation. Lastly, unions contribute
to a well-functioning democracy; one study found that
unionized workers are 12% likelier to vote than non-unionized
workers and another study found that the average voter turnout
is higher in states with greater union density.6

Trillium seeks to advance humankind towards a global
sustainable economy, a just society, and a better world through
activating our clients’ capital. Sustainable economic growth
cannot be built on abuses of power or the exploitation of
workers. Profits cannot supersede basic worker and human
rights. For a healthy society and healthy economy, there must
be a balance of power and interests―and unions offer an

important check to the enormous power of company executives
compared to individual workers.

In addition to the societal benefits offered, we find six additional
reasons for investors to support unionization and other worker
empowerment efforts which are aligned to a long-term
investment horizon and sustainable investment values:

Greater Worker Productivity in Firms with Collective Agreements

While economists still disagree on whether unions ultimately
support company performance, research in various countries
gives evidence of the beneficial role of unions in worker
productivity – with a caveat that companies must take the
position of forging good relationships with their unions. High
quality management-labor partnerships, where companies and
unions build positive relationships under collective bargaining,
can result in higher productivity. The most common feature that
has been cited in the auto, steel, office product,
telecommunications, airline, and healthcare industry case
studies showcasing higher productivity was that unions and
employers collaborated in various partnerships such that
employees engaged in continuous improvement efforts.7 One
such example is Kaiser Permanente, which stands as a case
study of one of the most innovative and enduring labor-
management relationships in American labor history due to its
successful use of interest-based negotiations that have resulted
in improved financial performance, labor peace, and ability to
scale technological improvements in patient care.8
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1. Greater worker productivity in firms with
collective agreements

2. Improved worker health and safety

3. Increased worker satisfaction & decreased worker 
turnover

4. Avoiding reputational risk from anti-union activity

5. Holding companies accountable to their 
commitments and legal norms

6. Upholding commitments to racial and gender equity



These findings are further corroborated by labor research in
Europe, where unions are more commonplace and employers

have more cooperative relationships with their employees
compared to those in the United States. One study in Norway
that examined company data from 2002-2018 found that firms

with high union density and collective agreements saw a
positive impact on productivity.9 The study found that an

increase in union density of 1% raised overall firm productivity
by 1.7%-1.8%.10 Researchers propose that this is consistent with
the “voice effect,” or the ability of unions to aggregate worker

sentiment in a more efficient manner than soliciting individual
opinions or failing to engage, and that features such as collective

agreements and consultative bodies are strongest, allowing
workers to establish and maintain formal channels of influence
on the day-to-day.11 This is supported by another study

conducted in Belgium, analyzing data from 1999-2010, which
found that firm-level agreements, while raising wages,

also foster productivity, especially in markets with
strong competition. 12

Investors can look at unionized United Parcel Service (UPS) and
non-unionized FedEx and Amazon as examples of the financial
benefits of unions for companies. In 2018, UPS drivers earned

about $23 per hour compared to Amazon and FedEx’s contract
drivers who earned between $5.30 and $14.40 per hour after

accounting for driving costs.13 On average, UPS drivers earned
$36 per hour in 2021 and a collective bargaining agreement
guarantees annual increases.14 In 2021, UPS reported a year-

over-year operating profit increase of 20% and raised
projections for full-year results, with CEO Carol Tomé remaining

optimistic that the company’s ability to navigate the tight labor
market was strong.15 By contrast, Amazon and FedEx both
dropped in stock price and attributed losses of $2 billion and

$500,000 largely to lost productivity as a result of
understaffing.16 This example illustrates how strong benefits

and a sense of security about future earnings supports worker
loyalty and tenure, decreasing instability in already unstable
market circumstances.

Improved Worker Health & Safety

One of the most compelling reasons for unions is that

occupational health and safety cultures typically improve with
union presence, a de-risking mechanism for employers.
Employers are only required to follow what we view as minimum

safety guidelines, which often do not adhere to the “best
practice” standards available to minimize costly accidents and

injuries that affect worker output and attendance. Unions help
workers bargain for better safety protocols through organizing
health and safety committees, drafting expanded health and

safety clauses in contracts, setting up workplace safety
monitoring programs, addressing unregulated hazards, and

assisting members with filing OSHA complaints.
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One study found that unionized workers are more likely to speak
up about critical health and safety issues in the workplace than
their non-unionized peers, which researchers attributed to
unions offering a sense of psychological safety and protection
from retaliation from employers.17 Another study found that
increases in unionization rates are associated with up to a 2.8%
decrease in on-the-job deaths.18

As part of basic due diligence, many investors assess companies’
health and safety management and performance, which
provides insight into a company’s ability to mitigate risk.
Company profitability can be affected by high injury rates and
decreased productivity, worker morale, and reputation, as well
as increased absenteeism, turnover, and administrative costs. In
one study that modeled a sample fund of companies that
prioritized the health, safety, and wellbeing of their workforce
against the S&P 500 benchmark, the sample fund outperformed
the market by 2% per year, with a weighted return on equity of
264% compared with the S&P 500’s return of 243% over 10
years.19 The COVID-19 pandemic also called into question the
responsibility of employers for the health, safety, and wellbeing
of employees.20 One of the important advantages of unions is
that each union and its members have the ability to decide for
themselves what is important to them in the workplace and can
create context-specific solutions. With better safety measures
and training, workers are also less likely to be injured and
companies can avoid costly payments and litigation for
occupational injuries.

Increased Worker Satisfaction & Decreased Worker Turnover

A key reason workers cite for leaving workplaces is feeling a lack
of respect. This has perplexed management teams, and the
question of how to best respond remains unanswered. While not
a panacea, unions provide a dedicated channel for workers to
communicate with management teams about working
conditions and what would increase their job satisfaction.
Matthew Dimick, a labor law professor at the University of

Buffalo, states that unions provide an important mediating
function which reduces workers’ feelings of being abandoned
and forgotten.21 Other labor economists have found that there
is a statistically significant correlation between union
membership and job satisfaction, with unionized workers
reporting lower levels of stress, depression, anxiety,
or loneliness. 22

Under current workplace structures, employees usually have to
address workplace issues individually and often do not reach
conclusions that are mutually satisfactory, leaving them to feel

like their only option is to seek employment elsewhere. In a tight
labor market impacted by stringent immigration policies that
make obtaining permanent residency difficult, the disabling
effects of long-COVID, and a lack of support for working
mothers, labor experts believe that hiring new workers will
remain challenging.23
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Avoiding Reputational Risk of Anti-Union Activity

Unions are overwhelmingly popular with the American public,
and companies may face consumer backlash for anti-union
activity. As of September 2021, 68% of Americans approve of
labor unions, the highest the approval rating has been since
1965 when it was 71%.28 This figure has consistently increased
since 2009. Consumers appear to be paying attention to anti-
union activity. A national survey in early 2022 concluded that
67% of respondents believed that Starbucks workers “need a
union in order to have a better opportunity at higher pay and
benefits, worker safety and fair schedules.”29 A majority of
voters also support transparent reporting when corporations
hire union-busting consultants.30
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According to a survey
from January 2022, 42% of 
Americans expressed that they 
are less likely to purchase from 
a company attempting to stop 
its employees from unionizing. 
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Unions offer a more efficient solution where group concerns can 
be systematically addressed, increasing employees’ job 
satisfaction and decreasing voluntary turnover rates. Union 
membership reduces employees’ intent to leave in a statistically 
significant way. One study showed that non-union members 
demonstrated a mean intention to leave of 4.07 compared to 
unionized members’ intention of 2.87 on a scale of 1-10 (t = 
11.10, p < 0.001).24

A company’s talent retention capability can be a signal of health 
or decline for investors. It costs companies significant capital 
expenditures to continuously replace, hire, and train employees 
– studies find that companies spend approximately 20% of an 
employee’s annual salary to replace that person.25

Studies have shown that both companies and shareholders 
benefit from employee retention. In one instance studying Bank 
of America centers during a three-year period, when employee 
turnover increased, customer satisfaction decreased.26

In high-contact settings, such as the hospitality and tourism 
industry, employee satisfaction improves firms’ profitability in 
part due to employee motivation to provide higher-quality 
service to customers, resulting in improved return on assets for 
shareholders.27 This can be extrapolated to other industries and 
follows basic human psychology; motivated employees are 
more likely to produce higher-quality work, resulting in happier 
customers and clients, and the increased retention of employees 
and customers.

Americans’ Approval of Labor Unions, 1936-2021
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Finally, according to a survey from January 2022, 42% of
Americans expressed that they are less likely to purchase from a
company attempting to stop its employees from unionizing.31

With increased customer focus on values alignment and
sustainable business, investors should be mindful of reputational

damage as a headwind following corporations’ aggressive anti-
collective bargaining stances.

Holding Companies Accountable to Their Commitments
& Legal Norms

It should also be noted that businesses have the responsibility to

adhere to international norms and regulations if they are
multinational enterprises. Around the world, freedom of
association is recognized as a human right. Workers possess the
right to organize and collectively bargain under several
international conventions, including the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation & Development (OECD) Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises (MNEs), the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the United Nations Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights, and the International Labour
Organization Conventions. Often, companies refer to and affirm

these obligations in their annual and sustainability reports. A
violation of these agreements introduces legal and reputational
risks, threatening shareholder value. For example, certain
complaint cases are reviewed and mediated by national
governments under the OECD Guidelines for MNEs. Though

these decisions are not legally binding, governments may
consider them when conducting public procurement or
providing diplomatic support.32

Upholding Commitments to Racial and Gender Equity

Supporting workers’ rights to organize is a concrete step in

supporting racial and gender equity and a pathway for investors
to reflect intersectional justice in investment decisions. Unions
decrease the racial wealth and gender pay gap while also
empowering workers, especially BIPOC, to collaboratively build
equitable and psychologically safe environments.33,34

In right-to-work states (RTW), which prohibit the collection of
union fees from non-union members in bargaining units (even if
the non-union members would be covered by any collective
agreements), workers typically have lower wages. A study that
compared median inflation-adjusted hourly wages of workers in

Missouri (a non-RTW state) with the median hourly wages of
workers in neighboring states with RTW laws found that white
workers earn 3.7% less, Black workers earn 4.4% less, and
Hispanic workers earn 7.4% less than their counterparts in non-
RTW states.35 When unionized, BIPOC see a larger boost in their

wages than white workers – Black workers receive a wage boost
of 13.1%, while Hispanic workers see an 18.8% boost in pay,

compared to the 10.2% wage boost for unionized workers
overall.36 Unions pave the path to equity: union workers are
more likely to have employer-provided health coverage, paid
sick leave, paid time off, and fair working schedules, which all
contribute to the quality and stability of jobs.

>> Continued
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38  “More Progress Needed In Eliminating Pay Disparities” (The New York Times Guild), https://nytimesguild.org/papers/2021-04-11-pay-disparities/. 
39 Zoe Schiffer, “This Is What Apple Retail Employees in Atlanta Are Fighting For” (The Verge, April 29, 2022), https://www.theverge.com/2022/4/29/23048296/apple-retail-store-union-atlanta-
cumberland-mall-open-letter. 
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This allows families to build the household wealth necessary to
economic mobility and the closure of the racial wealth gap.

Furthermore, newer unions are creatively approaching the
bargaining process by negotiating for racial equity mechanisms.
For example, the unions at Vox and The Intercept have
bargained for the inclusion of at least two candidates for each
open position from historically under-represented groups in
journalism.37 The New York Times Tech Guild is bargaining to
close racial pay gaps.38 Lastly, Apple workers are organizing so
that BIPOC will have increased opportunities to advance to
leadership and decision-making roles. 39

Gender disparities can also be addressed through unions ― the
benefits of collective bargaining raise labor standards for
women and also allow for women’s full inclusion in the
workforce. On average, non-unionized working women earn 78
cents to every dollar paid to non-unionized working men.40

Women who work in unionized workplaces, however, earn 94
cents for every dollar paid to unionized men. Unionized workers
have expanded access to benefits such as employer-sponsored
health insurance and paid leave such as sick, parental, family,
and medical leave and vacation, mechanisms which have been
shown to dramatically increase gender equity.41 These benefits
allow working families to better balance personal and family
obligations that prevent women from fully participating in
the economy.

Trillium’s Advocacy for Worker Empowerment

Investor advocacy and engagement on worker organizing rights
can meaningfully change outcomes for workers, companies, and
investors. Trillium’s Shareholder Advocacy team has long
advocated on behalf of the importance of labor rights alongside
union funds and other investor advocates. In this section, we
offer examples of investor action in support of
worker empowerment.

EssilorLuxottica

In July 2019, Reuters reported that EssilorLuxottica workers in
McDonough, Georgia submitted a complaint to the OECD via
the Communications Workers of America and the American the
path to Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO), alleging that the company engaged in

an aggressive and fear-inducing campaign after 2,000
employees decided to seek union membership.

The 2,000 workers at this EssilorLuxottica manufacturing plant
organized for better working conditions and the ability to freely
express their opinions in line with the terms of employment at
other overseas EssilorLuxottica locations. Upon learning of the
union election campaign, EssilorLuxottica disseminated
reportedly anti-union messaging through the use of an internal
app originally intended for COVID-19 notification purposes, and

via the creation of an apparently anti-union website.
Furthermore, the company hired the Labor Relations Institute,
which is a consultancy that specializes in preventing successful
unionization drives and required employees to attend captive
audience meetings in which they were warned about the “risks”
of joining a union.42 To resolve these issues, the unions
requested the assistance of the OECD.
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41 Ibid. 
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EssilorLuxottica is a company known for its strong
management-labor partnerships in its European facilities. Its
response in Georgia signaled a potential departure from
consistent application of its general corporate practice. In
October 2021, Trillium delivered an investor letter with $552

billion of investor support urging the company to fully observe
its international obligations and constructively engage in the
OECD grievance resolution process. The grievance resolution
process is ongoing and Trillium continues to monitor the
company’s actions.

Starbucks

Trillium has a 20-year history of positive engagements with
Starbucks on many topics such as bovine growth hormone,
sustainability reporting, diversity and equity, reproductive rights,
plastics, and waste. Historically, we have found that we can work

well with Starbucks to help it be a better corporate citizen.

After many failed efforts in the past, two cafés in Buffalo
became the very first Starbucks stores to unionize in December
2021. Workers began union election drives in the Buffalo, NY
region to organize for better working conditions, including sick

time and more predictable scheduling, which they said were
issues long before the COVID-19 pandemic. The company
attempted to frustrate efforts by seeking a single election for all
the stores in the Buffalo area, a practice which likely would
benefit the company, as workers at most stores would not be

aware of efforts and would likely follow management-
recommended actions. Furthermore, the company introduced
new protocols such as sending top executives to the stores for

“training and listening,” temporarily closing stores that were 
attempting to unionize, and requiring employees to attend 
captive audience anti-union meetings. However, under National 
Labor Relations Board (NLRB) regulations, once union elections 
are set to happen, “laboratory conditions,” or ideal conditions 
for union elections without employer interference, must prevail.

Having watched these developments, Trillium, in partnership 
with Parnassus Investments, organized an investor letter which 
attracted the support of investors representing $1.3 trillion in 
assets under management. In the letter, we requested that the 
company accept the results of the December 9, 2021 election 
results and proceed expeditiously towards a contract in good 
faith. The letter led to a meeting with CEO Kevin Johnson in 
February 2022 to discuss various investor perspectives on the 
unionization efforts and urging the company to pledge 
neutrality for future drives. To date, at least 250 stores across 
more than 26 states have filed for union representation.43 

In March 2022, Trillium organized a second letter with New York 
City Comptroller Brad Lander, SOC Investment Group, 
Parnassus Investments, and Pensions & Investment Research 
Consultants to interim CEO Howard Schultz and Independent 
Chair Mellody Hobson that called on the company to adopt a 
global stance of neutrality to worker organizing efforts, cease all 
anti-union communications, negotiate with all elected unions in 
good faith, and initiate dialogues with trade unions in how 
Starbucks might implement its stated labor rights 
commitments. This letter gained $3.4 trillion in investor support 
and is the basis of an ongoing engagement.

New York Times Company

Citing concerns about workload, pay equity, healthcare costs, 
job security, and career advancement, 650 New York Times 
Company software engineers, designers, project managers, 
product managers, and data analysts organized in 2021 to form 
a tech workers’ union. In August 2021, a leaked email revealed 
that the company was communicating with its attorneys about 
all the possible ways to obstruct the unionization efforts.44 The 
leaked slide deck detailed all the possible strategies, including 
delaying a vote for months by using the NLRB process to limit 
the size and scope of the union and engage workers in anti-
union meetings. Moreover, the NLRB also found that the New 
York Times Company violated federal labor law by instructing 
staff to not show support for the union campaign.
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Because the growth of digital subscriptions, content created and
facilitated by the tech workers, and The Wirecutter division are

major revenue drivers for the New York Times Company,
Trillium grew concerned about potential employee
dissatisfaction and voluntary attrition. Potential production

stoppage due to existing strikes threaten shareholder value.
Moreover, significant turnover would mean a loss of subject

matter expertise and institutional knowledge at the company.

In January 2022, Trillium delivered an investor letter
representing $1.2 trillion in assets under management asking

the company to cease actions that may violate federal labor law,
to respect the final outcome of the Times Tech Guild election,
and to swiftly agree to a fair contract with the Times Guild. On
March 3, 2022, the Times Tech Guild workers voted to unionize,
404 to 88, creating the largest tech union in the United States.

We met with CEO Meredith Levien on the day of the vote count
and encouraged the company to swiftly move forward with
contract negotiations in good faith, to build goodwill with the
workers, and to provide investors with greater certainty about
labor costs related to contract negotiations.

Conclusion

Extracting maximum profitability from anyone or anything in

the short run is a race to the bottom, not the top. Investors
should be wary of aggressive anti-union behavior by
corporations. Labor’s rights to organize and collectively bargain

are positive social and economic goods from which both workers
and investors benefit. The United States is still reeling from the

far-reaching effects of COVID-19 and political instability as
evidenced by labor shortages, increasing inequality, work safety
hazards, and broken social bonds. Allowing workers to freely

associate and collectively bargain for their rights and workplace
treatment has been shown to promote social cohesion, reduce

fluctuations in worker turnover, and increase job satisfaction,
which may help investors secure more stable investment returns
in challenging environments.45

44 Michael Sainato, “Leaked Messages Reveal New York Times' Aggressive Anti-Union Strategy” (The Guardian, February 1, 2022),
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2022/feb/01/leaked-messages-new-york-times-anti-union-strategy. 
45 Katie Bach and Molly Kinder, “Is Your Business Struggling with the Labor Shortage? Consider a Union,” Brookings (Brookings, March 9, 2022), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-
avenue/2021/12/14/is-your-business-struggling-with-the-labor-shortage-consider-a-union/. 
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